
In this review are considered certain tundamental
probability methods increasingly applied to a wide
variety of problems as different as colloid chemistry
and stellardynamics. “A common characteristic of all
these problems is that interest is focused on a properly
which is the result of superposition of a large number
ofvariables, the values which these variables take be-
ing governed by certain probability laws”: the prob-
lem of random flights, stellar dynamics, Brownian mo-
tion, and probability after-effects. [The SCI5 indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 2,930 publica-
tions, making it the most-cited paper for this journal.]
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After the early preparatory years, my scientific
work has followed a certain pattern motivated, prin-
cipally, by a quest after perspectives. In practice, this
quest has consisted in my choosing (after some trials
and tribulations) a certain area which appears ame-
nable to cultivation and is compatible with my taste,
abilities, and temperament. And when after some
years of study, I feel that I have accumulated a
sufficient body of knowledge and achieved a view
of my own, I have the urge to present my point of
view, ab initio, in a coherent account with order,
form, and structure.

There have been seven such periods in my Bfe stel-
lar structure, including the theory of white dwarfs
(1929-1939)~stellar dynamics, including the theory
of Brownian motion (1938-1943);’~the theory of ra-
diative transfer, including the theory of stellar atmo-
spheres and the quantum theory of the negative ion
of hydrogen and the theory of planetary atmo-
spheres, including the theory of the illumination and
the polarization of the sunlit sky (1943-195O)~hy-

drodynamic and hydromagnetic stability, including
the theory of the Rayleigh-Bernard convection
(1952-1961)~the equilibrium and the stability of el-
lipsoidal figures of equilibrium, partly in collabora-
tion with Norman R. Lebovitz (1961-1968)~the gen-
eral theory of relativity and relativistic astrophysics
(1962-1971); and the mathematical theory of black
holes (1974-1983)!

(According to Chandrasekhar, as quoted in the
NewYoekTimes,jIt’s all theoretical. Ites very difficult
to describe my work. I was very young when I
startsiL. Usually my work has become appreciated
only after some length of time.
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[ED: S. Chandrasekhar won the Nobel Prize in
1983 for his discovery of the maximum massof white
dwarf stars,
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which has become known as the Chan.

drasekhar Limit. The previous paragraphs were pre-
pared by Chandraseldsar in 1983 and published in
l984.~°They are published here with the permission
of the Nobel Foundation. Chandraseldiar sent these
paragraphs to us ashis Citationa~.S~Jccommentary.
The following paragraphs, from commentariespub-
lished by others at the time of his Nobel award, have
been combined with Chandrasekhar’s commentary
and approved by him as a Citation Clauic commen-
tary on his 1943 ResriesesofModernPhywcs CLassic 4

“Chandrasekhar’s work was an exotic byway of
physics of little interest to anyoneexcept specialist
astronomers until the 1960s, when the discovery of
pulsars and their interpretation as rotating neutron
stars brought it into the limelight. In the 19705, X-ray
stars were interpreted as black holes, and as far as
observations can tell the Chandraseichar Limit is in-
deed a key guide to the evolution of real objects in
the Universe.”

1
’

“Chandra’s career has emphasized the importance
of beauty in theoretical physics and of brooldng no
shortcuts or expediency in one’s work. His love for
mathematical beauty is shared by many pure math-
ematicians, but he expresses it more exuberantly
(possibly because experimental physics is a reassur-
ing background, even if not used by him explicitly).
One year a class ofhis consisted of only two students
but he made no shortcuts in his teaching. This strict
maintenance of standards paid off when the whole
class won the Nobel Prize (T.D. Lee and Frank Yang
in 1957).”’~

[The first two paragraphs of this commentary are
copyright (~)The Nobel Foundation 19844
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